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ABSTRACT 

A reflecting optical dosimeter is described in which there is 

provided a thin block of optical material. The block has at least a first 

pair of parallel edges and preferably a second pair perpendicular thereto, 

and includes an input light pipe at a small angle from the perpendicular 

to one edge of said pair. Output light path means are also provided, so 

that light entering via the input pipe is reflected several times between 

at least said pair of edges, before exiting via the output light path 

means. The optical material of the block becomes darker in response to 

given radiation, so that the decreased transmission of light along the 

path from the input pipe to the output light path means is a measure of 

the dose of said given radiation. More preferably, one corner of said 

block is cut at substantially 45° to form a small fifth edge. All five 

edges are coated to be reflective except at said light pipes. Light is 

reflected from the fifth edge and then back and forth between the second 

pair of edges before exiting. Most preferably the optical material Is a 

hallde crystal, and the block is one unit thick, N units between the 

edges of said pair and M plus one half unite between the edges of the 

second pair, while the fifth edge is the square root of two units in 

length, with the output light pipe being at least one and one half units 

long. 



This invention relates to optical dosimeters, which utilize the 

darkening induced in various glasses arid other optical materials by Ionizing 

and nuclear radiation to measure the radiation dose. 

The darkening of optical materials upon exposure to ionizing and 

nuclear radiation is a well-known phenomenon. Glasses, in particular, have 

been successfully employed in block form as radiation dosimeters for high 

dose levels (Klaus Becker, Solid State Dosimetry. CRC Press, Cleveland, 

Ohio, 1973). These materials have usually contained additives such as 

silver or cobalt to sensitize, control and stabilize the coloration process. 

10 However, the poor optical quality and limited size of the glass block 

dosimeters have restricted the application of these devices. 

The use of glass optical fibers as a solution to the problems 

encountered with bulk glass dosimeters la described in two papers from the 

Naval Research Laboratory; one on "Glass Fiber-Optic Dosimetry" by Bruce 

D. Evans on pages 88-93 of Vol. 77 (1976) —Fibers & Integrated Optics, by 

the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Box 1146, Palos 

Verdes Estates, California 90274; and the other on "The Fiber Optic Dosimeter 

on the Navigational Technology Satellite" by B.D. Evans et al in IEEE Trans-

actions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-25, No. 6, December, 1978, pages 1619-1624. 

20 A combination of low Intrinsic optical loss and greatly Increased optical 

path length with optical fibers permit enhanced radiation sensitivity of at 

least one hundred times greater than the conventional glass block dosimeters. 

In addition, because of the flexibility and small size of the fibers, the 

sensing element can be confined to a very small volume and is of negligibile 

„_ welght' Q cyst<x th'oe 

^ However, some &fy-8-fc-a-line radiation sensitive materials are not 

readily amenable to drawing into optical fibers. 

An object of the invention is to obtain the advantage of a long 

light path for more optical materials than is feasible with optical fibers 

30 to provide an optical dosimeter. 

According to the invention, a reflecting optical dosimeter is a 

thin block of optical material having an input light pipe at one corner and 
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1160365 
an output light pipe at another corner, arranged so that the light path 

includes several reflections off the edges of the block to thereby greatly 

extend its length. In a preferred embodiment, one corner of the block is 

formed at an angle so that after the light is reflected several times between 

two opposite edges, it is then reflected several more times between the other 

two edges. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The single figure is a plan view of a dosimeter according to the 

invention. 

The device is a thin block of crystal 10 which is approximately 

square. There is an input light pipe 12 at the lower left hand edge of the 

block and an output light pipe out 14 the lower right hand edge as shown in 

the drawing. The upper right hand edge 16 has been cut at a 45° angle. All 

edges of the device except at the light pipes have been coated to be 

reflective. The input light pipe 12 is attached to the main body of the 

block at an angle which is slightly off the vertical. The output light pipe 

14 may be at an angle slightly off the horizontal or completely horizontal. 

Light coming in through the input light pipe traverses through the 

block and is reflected from the top edge 18. It then traverses down through 

the block and is refl ected once again this time from the bottom edge 20. 

Selection of the proper offset input angle will assure that the returning ray 

will impinge just beside the input light pipe instead of merely returning to 

it. The light continues its many near vertical reflections and traverses 

until on the last traverse it strikes the 45° angle at the upper right corner 

16 of the device. 

This will reflect the light ray horizontally to the left at an 

angle just below the horizontal. This initiates a new set of near horizontal 

traverses between edges 22 and 24 which terminate when the ray exits at the 

output light pipe. 

The multiple reflections produce a very long optical path approxi-

mately equal to that obtained with optical fibers. Measurement of total 

irradiation dose is therefore identical to the procedure for obtaining 
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the total dose with optical fibers. 

It is useful to consider the thickness of the device as being one 

unit and to design the other dimensions in terms of this unit. The distance 

from left to right in the drawing should be N plus one half (N+%) unite long, 

wh ere N is a whole number. This is to insure that the center of the light 

beam which reflects off the forty-five degree (45°) angle is centered. The 

distance from top to bottom in the drawing should be N units. It is desirable 

that the exit pipe be one and one half (1%) units long. This is because 

the near horizontal light paths are approximately one half (%) units longer 

than the vertical paths, whereas the reflecting angles are the same. As a 

result the vertical reflecting points are very slightly greater than one 

unit in separation. The extra one half (%) unit of the exit pipe ensures 

that all of the last reflected beam passes through the pipe. 

The device is particularly intended for measurement of total gamma 
crystoj/i'nc 

dose. It permits obtaining long optical paths in «pyafcal-ifre radiation 

sensitive materials not readily amenable to drawing into optical fibers. 

This invention makes practical the use of halide crystals as bulk 

dosimeters by the principle of decreased transmission of light through the 

crystal as a measure of the total dose of gamma radiations Previously the 

very short optical path made it impossible to measure loss of transmission 

by simple methods. The uae of long optical path lengths increases the light 

attenuation so much that it becomes a practical measurement. 
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1160365 
THE EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION IN WHICH AN EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OR PRIVILEGE 
IS CLAIMED ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS: 

1. A dosimeter comprising a thin block of optical material having at 

least a first pair of parallel edges and including an input light pipe at a smal 

angle from the perpendicular to one edge of said pair and output light path 

means, so that light entering via the input light pipe is reflected several 

times back and forth between at least said pair of edges at different points 

before leaving via the output light path means, said optical material having 

the property that it becomes darker in response to given radiation, so that 

the decreased transmission of light along the path from the input light pipe 

to the output light path means is a measure of the dose of said given radiation. 

2. A dosimeter according to claim 1, wherein said block is substantially 

rectangular forming four edges comprising said first pair and a second pair 

substantially perpendicular thereto, except that one corner is cut at an angle 

of substantially 45 degrees to the other edges to form a small fifth edge, 

wherein said output light path means includes an output light path sub-

stantially perpendicular to one edge of said second pair, all five of said 

edges except at said light pipes being coated to be reflective, so that after 

said reflection between said first pair of edges, the light is reflected from 

said fifth edge and then back and forth between said second pair of edges 

several times before leaving via said output light pipe. 

3. A dosimeter according to claim 2, wherein said block is one unit 

thick, N units between the edges of said pair, M plus one half units between 

the edges of said second pair, the fifth edge has a length equal to the square 

root of two units, and said output light pipe is at least one and one half 

units long. 

4. A dosimeter according to claim 3, wherein N is equal to M. 

8/L 
5. A dosimeter according to claim 1, wherein said given 

radiation to be measured la gamma radiation. 
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I, a »a3. 

6. A dosimeter according to claim -5-, wherein said optical material 

is a halide crystalline material. 
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